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1. Introduction 
Let I = ]l, r[ be an open interval in R (--00 ~Z<r~co). Let R be the set of all 
continuous functions from R, to I u { Z, I} which are stopped at the first exit time 
from I. We denote by (X,),3, the coordinate process, (9,)rao its natural right 
continuous filtration and 9 = VIaO 9,. For an open interval J c I, S’ = inf{ t: X, G J} 
is the first exit time of X from J. The lifetime of X is T = S’. 
Let a and b be sufficiently smooth real valued functions on I such that a > 0. 




M,=X,- b(K) ds 
0 
is an (9t)-local martingale on [0, T[ with (IL a(X,> ds) as increasing process. 
(C2, 9, 5Pr, X,, T, P”) is the canonical realization of a diffusion process with 
differential operator 
L = iaD + bD. 
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Now let g be a real continuous function on 1. In this paper we study the 
multiplicative functional 
introduced by M. Kac in [ 111. For a large class of not necessarily negative potentials 
g we prove that P”( es’) ( = j esJ dP”) is a solution of the Schrodinger equation 
(L+g)u=o (2) 
on J. Moreover, we give for a continuous f~ 0 and all intervals J c 1, necessary and 







2. The diffusion associated with the Schriidinger equation 
Now we establish a connection between the mean function P”(e,J) of the multi- 
plicative functional (1) and the Schrodinger equation (2) on an interval J = ](Y, p[, 
l<a<p<r. 
Let ~1 E C’(1) be a nonvanishing real function. It is well known that the process 
is a positive (9t)-local martingale on [0, T[. Moreover for all t> 0, XEJ and 
J=]cx,p[, l<a<p<r, P”(N,,.+)=l. 
Now let PTAs, be the restriction of P” to 9,,,+. Define @,,,f= N,,s~P:As~, x E J, 
a probability law on (0,9,,,.+). By the Girsanov theorem, under QFnS’, the process 
is an (ss)-martingale on [0, t A S’[ with (ji a(X,) du) as increasing process. Con- 
sequently, for the canonical realization (0, 9, St, X,, T, Q”) of a diffusion process 
with differential operator 
-x Q Qk. rns’ = Therefore, the diffusion Q” is locally absolutely continuous with 
respect to P” with N as the local density. 
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Now we fix J = ]LY, p[, I< (Y < /3 < r, we note S = SJ and we assume that equation 
(2) is disconjugate on J u {a, p} or equivalently (cf. Coppel [5]) it has a solution 
without zeros on J u {a, /3}. 
Proposition 1. If the equation (2) is disconjugate on J u {a, p}, then, for all x E J, 
p”(es) = v(x) s(P) - 4(x) + 4x1 4(x)-q(a) 
4’“) s(P) - 9(a) 0) s(P) - 9(Q)’ 




is the natural scale for Q”. 







we have also (cf. Kabanov, Lipster and Shiryaev [lo]) Qz<< Pi. Consequently 
P”(es) = Px(-$&Ns) = v(x)Q"(v-'(Xs)). 
Then, the assertion is proved because (cf. Ikeda and Watanabe [8] for example) 
Proposition 2. If the equation (2) is disconjugate on J u {a, p}, then the function 
P”(es) is the solution of 
(L+g)u =o, x E J, u(a) = u(P) = 1. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that if v is a nonvanishing solution of (2), then vq 
also solves (2). 
Remark 3. The method presented in Proposition 1 (change of measure) seems to 
be very fruitful not only in the case of stopped functionals. We shall give several 
examples in which we calculate P”(e,). 
(a) Let L = fD’ and g(x) = --ix’ -$. It is easy to see that v(x) = exp(ix2) satisfies 
(2) on R and 
P”(e,) = u(x)Q”(v-‘(X,)). 
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Since under Q”, X, is Gaussian N(e’x, $(e2’ - l)), after simple calculations, we obtain 
the Cameron-Martin formula 
Px(exp( -$I’X:ds)) =(cht)-‘/2exp(-$x2th t). 
(b) Let L=$D2 and l(x) = -3 th2 x+ 1. Because V(X) = (ch x)-’ satisfies (2) on 
R we have P”(e,) = v(x)Q”(v-‘(X,)), where (Xt) under Q” is a diffusion with the 
differential operator iD2-2 th xD. Now it is not difficult to see that 
Q”(ch’ X,) = 1 +ee2’(sh2 x+i(e”- 1)) 
which leads to 
P”(exp(-3~0’th2X,dr))=(e’+e~‘sh2x+shr)e-2’ch-2x. 
(c) If L = ;D2+th xD and g(x) = -$x2, then with V(X) = ch-’ x exp(ix2) we have 
that, under Q”, X, is Gaussian N(e’x, ;(e” - 1)) and 
P’(exp(-i[~X:ds))=ch-ixch-ii2 t ch(x ch-’ t) exp( -ft --4(x’- 1)th t). 
(d) If L=:(1+x2)D2+xD, then 
X3( 1 +X:)-’ ds =(emfx2--e-‘+2) e-‘(1+x2)-‘. 
3. Negative potentials 
In this section we assume g = -A j-2 0. We start with the following useful lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let v be the unique solution of 
(L-f)u =o, u(c) = 1, U’(C) = 0 
on I, where c E I is such that f (c) > 0. Then 
(i) 1 + k s v s exp( k), where 
(ii) v’>O on ]c, r[ and v’<O on ]I, c[, 
(iii) q(r) <CO and q(l)> -00, where q is defined in (4). 
To prove (i) see Ikeda and Watanabe [8, Lemma 3.1. p. 3631 or Marini and Zezza 
[ 151. For (ii) and (iii) consult Coppel [5] or Marini and Zezza [ 151. 
As a consequence of (3) and the above Lemma we have: 
Proposition 5. (i) ZfJ=]cu, r[, 1 <a, and k(r) =CO, then P”(es,) is a solution, on 
J, of (L-f)u =o, u(a) = 1. 
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(ii) rfJ=]~,r[,1<(~,andk(r)~~,thenP”(e,~)isasolution,onJ,of(L-f)u=0, 
u(a) = u(r) = 1. 
Similar assertions hold for J = 11, /3[, /3 < r, and J = ]I, r[. 
The main result of this section is the following proposition. 
Proposition 6. Let A, = Jif(Xs) ds, t E [0, T[ and let S = S”, where J = ]cr, b[, 16 (Y < 
/I C r. Then 
(i) P”{As = CO} = 1, x E J, if and only ifk(cr) = CO and k(P) = 03. 
(ii) P”{As < 00) = 1, x E J, if and only if one of the following cases occurs: 
(a) k(a)<m, k(P)<=% 
(b) k(a)<~,k(P)=co,p(p)=co, 
(c) k(a)=a,p(a)=--CO, k(P)<a, 
p(x)=[:exp(-[::(z)dr)dy, CEJ, (6) 
is the natural scale for P”. 
(iii) If k(a) < 00, k(P) = CO, p(p) <CO, then 
(iv) Ifk(a)=m,p(a)>-a, k(P)<oo, then 
Proof. We shall consider separately the following cases 
(1) k(a)=a’, k(P)=m, (3) k(a) <a, k(P) = ~0, 
(2) k(a)<co k(P)<a, (4) k(a)=qk(P)<co. 
Case 1. If k(a) = k(P) = 00, then (Y = 1, j3 = r and S = T. Moreover, from Lemma 
4(i) it follows that v(l) = v(r) = 00. Consequently we have P”{v(X,) = 00) = 1. But 
v(X,, T) e,, T admits a finite limit which implies P”( eT) = 0 and the assertion (i) part 
“if”. 
Case 2. Now we show that if k(a) < 00 and k(P) <CD, then P”{As < 00) = 1. Let 
u*(x) = P”(exp(-AAs)). 
It is sufficient to prove that u,,+(x) = 1, x E J. Let z)~, A > 0, be a solution of (5) with 
Af instead of 1: It is clear that 1+ Ak G v, ~exp(Ak) (see Lemma 4(i)). Therefore 
the conclusion follows from (3). 
Notethatsinceu,,A>O,isasolutionof(L-Af)u=O,u(~)=u(~)=l,andthe 
distribution of As lies in the Bondensson class (cf. Bondensson [l]). An analytic 
continuation argument (cf. Kent [12]) yields an alternative direct proof. 
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Case 3. If k(P) = 03, then p = r and J = ](Y, r[. Let S” = inf{ t: X, = a}, 1 s a G r. 
For cy<a<r we have 
{A,~co}n{S”~S’}={A,~co}n{S”~S”~S’}u{A,-.,a<co} 
n {S” < S” A Y}. 
Moreover, because k(a) + k(u) < co we know also that 
P”{A .yhSQ <co}=1 
which leads to 
P”{As < ~0, S" < Y} = P"{S" < SF}, x E J, (7) 
On the other hand P”{ v(X,) = 03, s” > Y} = P”{S” > S}, x E J, and analogously 
to case 1 we obtain PX(es, Se > Sr) = 0, x E J. Consequently, for all x E J, 
P”{A, = CO, S” > Sr} = P”{S” > 9) which together with (7) yields 
P”{As < co} = P”{ S” < 9). 
To conclude, note that if p(r) = ~0, then P”{S” < Sr} = 1 and if p(r) < ~0, then 
Px{s~<s~,=;~r,‘~,p:“‘,. 
r a 
Case 4. It is sufficient to interchange the roles of (Y and p to prove that 
P”{ As < 00) = P”{ Sp < S’}. 
Remark 7. If f- 1 and J= 1, then parts “if” of (i) and (ii-a) are reduced to the 
classical Feller’s test for explosions (cf. Feller [6], McKean Jr. [ 161). For the transient 
case see also Khas’minskii [13]. 
4. More on the SchrSdinger equation 
In this section we study the Schrodinger equation (2) on an interval J =]a, r[, 
I < a. The case J =]I, p[, p < r, may be treated analogously. First we state a result 
which is standard in the theory of linear differential equations (cf. Coppel [5]). 
Lemma 8. Suppose the equation (2) has a solution nonvanishing on J u {a}. Then 
there exists a nonvanishing solution v such that 
Moreover, for any linearly independent nonvanishing solution u, 
I:enp(-l:~(~)dl)u-‘(y)d~<~, CEJ. 
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Obviously the solution v is uniquely determined up to a constant factor. It is 
called the principal solution of (2). Now we denote by v the principal solution of 
(2) normalized by U( cy) = 1. We have the following probabilistic characterization of 
V. 
Proposition 9. Suppose the equation (2) has a solution nonvanishing on J u {a}. 
(i) The normalized principal solution is given by 
v(x) = P”( es-, S* < S), 
where S” = inf{ t: X, = a}, 1 c a s r. Zfp(r) given by (6) is injnite, then v(x) = P”(es-). 
(ii) For any normalized solution u of (2) which is nonvanishing on Ju {a} and is 
linearly independent of v, one has v < u on J. 
Proof. (i) If v is the principal solution of (2) then (8) holds and, for all x E J, 
Q”{Y < Y} = 1. Moreover, by Proposition 6(ii-b), Q> << P~J and 
P”( es5 S" < S') = P”( es’, S" < S’) = P” v(x) - Ns’, S” < S’ 
v(XsI) > 
= v(x)Q”{Sm < 9) = v(x). 
If p(r)=a, then P”{S” <S’}= 1, XEJ. 
(ii) Let u be a normalized, linearly independent of v, positive solution of (2). 
Let q be given by (4) with u instead of v. Since (9) holds, then q(r) < ~0 and 
for all x E J. Moreover, let J, = ]a, rn[, r, < r, lim,,, r,, = r. By the Fatou lemma we 
have 
V(X) = Px(esa, S” < Y) G lim Px(eSJn, S” < Srn) = u(x)Q”{S” <S’}< u(x) 
“-a 
for all x E J which yields (ii). 
Remark 10. For L = +D” an analogous assertion has been obtained by Chang and 
Varadhan [4]. For general L the above Proposition was announced without proof 
by Khas’minskii [13]. As far as we know there has not appeared in the literature 
any proof of this result. 
5. Nonvanishing solutions and exponential moments of exit times 
Conditions for existence of a nonvanishing solution of the Schrodinger equation 
have been studied by many authors. 
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The probabilistic approach (cf. Chung [2], Chung and Rao [3], Khas’minskii [13, 
141) roughly speaking gives finiteness of P”(QJ) as a necessary and sufficient 
condition. 
The classical approach (cf. Coppel [5]) yields more explicit sufficient conditions. 
For the reader’s convenience we present here the following lemma. 
Lemma 11. LetJ=]cq/I[, Z<a<p<r. IfgaO and 
I p g a p’u(x)dxgp(p)~p(cf)~ 
then the equation (2) has a nonvanishing solution (is disconjugute) on J u {a, p}. 
For the proof see Coppel [S] p. 64. 
Remark 12. Consider the eigenvalue problem. 
(L+h)u=O inJ=]a,P[, l<a<p<r, U(a) = U(P) = 1. (10) 
It is well known that the principal eigenvalue A0 (i.e. such that Re A 3 A, for any 
eigenvalue A of (10)) is given by 
A,,= sup{A 20; sup P”(exp(AS)) <co} 
XEJ 
(cf. Friedman [7]). Using the above Lemma we obtain the following minoration: 
2 
A02 (P(P) -P(c”)) J: (~‘a)-‘b) dx’ (11) 
Note that from the above inequality one can obtain R. Durrett’s result extensively 
used by Chung and Varadhan in [4]. It is also clear that if p(r) < 03 and 
j:, ($a)-‘(~) dx < 03, th en for / =]a, r[, Z-C a, P”(exp(AS)) < cc for all x E J and 
2 
A c (p(r) -p(a)) .!L Wa)Y’(x) dx’ 
Now let F(x, y) = j’, c-‘(z) dz, where a = u*, u > 0, and let L = $ (CD)*. Since 
F(x, X,) is a Brownian motion starting at zero it is clear that (cf. Ito and McKean 
Jr. M> 
ch 
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where J = ]a, /3[, I< a < p < r. Moreover, for 






which shows that minoration (11) can be improved. Finally, note that if F( 2, r) < 03, 
then P”(S’ = T < 00) = 1 and P”(exp(-AT)) is given by (12) with 2 and r instead 
of LY and p, respectively. 
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